NOTES:

HOUSTON LRN CONTACTS

Sentinel Laboratory Contact:
Linda Galicia  (Cell) 832-262-2873  (Office): 832-395-0025

LRN Supervisor:
Ricardo Quijano  (Cell) 713-471-6376  (Office): 832-393-3926

Laboratory FAX : 832-393-3982

Department State Health Services Chemical Threat Coordinator:
Jocelyn Hover-Jeansonne (Texas Chemical Threat Coordinator):
(Cell): 512-634-6730  (Office): 512-776-3486
Emergency Contact: DSHSLRNC@dshs.texas.gov
24/7 Contact Number: 512-689-9945
Laboratory: 512-776-3363/512-776-7270

Laboratory Services Website
Patient Test Request Form and Chain of Custody
Scan QR Code:
1. ESTABLISH NETWORK OF LABORATORIES TO RESPOND TO BIOLOGICAL/CHEMICAL THREATS

2. LINK LOCAL/STATE/FEDERAL AND CLINICAL LABS.

3. COLLABORATE WITH CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION (CDC), FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI), DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DoD), ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORIES (APHL) AND AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MICROBIOLOGY (ASM)

WHAT WE DO

- Provide services to City of Houston and 17 surrounding counties, with a population of ~7.5 million
- Work with FBI to screen unknown environmental threat samples
- Function as a reference laboratory for sentinel labs performing confirmatory testing on biological threat agents that cannot be ruled-out by sentinel labs using the APHL/ASM sentinel protocols
- Provide sentinel laboratory trainings for recognition and rule-out of potential biological threat agents; training on handling, packaging and shipping of infectious substances
- Conduct sentinel lab site visits and outreach
- Conduct确认 testing on chemical threat agents
- Conduct sentinel laboratory trainings for recognition and rule-out of potential biological threat agents; training on handling, packaging and shipping of infectious substances
- Testing of emerging infectious disease and other highly infectious agents of public health significance

DEPARTMENT OF STATE HEALTH SERVICES LRN-CHEMICAL

- Provides service to the state of Texas, ~29.5 million individuals
- Environmental/Clinical test screening with FBI/Local Public Health Laboratories for suspected chemical threat exposures
- Reference Laboratory for hospitals/poison control/clinics/sentinel labs performing confirmatory testing on chemical threat agents
- Provides Training to Emergency Management, First Responders, Medical Practitioners, and Safety Professionals for proper handling and shipment of chemical threat samples (biological and environmental)